
 
 
 

EXHIBIT C 



 
I, John Coombs, declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States 

of America that the following is true and correct, and state: 

1. I am the sole proprietor of Metro Limo, LLC, a limited liability company 

based in Morgantown, West Virginia. The following is true of my own 

personal knowledge, and, if called as a witness, I would and could testify 

competently thereto. 

2. I became aware in early March about a bill, HB 2890, that could potentially 

affect my business.   

3. Once I became aware of HB 2890, I reviewed the bill and prepared to observe 

the House Government Committee meeting on March 23, 2021. 

4. I wanted to listen to the meeting so that I could hear the committee members 

discuss the bill and to try to understand more about what considerations 

legislators would take into account prior to voting on the bill.  

5. My understanding is that because of the COVID-19 pandemic, general public 

access was not permitted at the Capitol, and I would not be able to simply 

enter the Capitol to meet legislators and observe the committee hearing as I 

would have been able to in prior years.   

6. Had there not been public health concerns with attending the meeting because 

of COVID-19, and if general public access had been available, I would have 

attended the meeting in person. 

7. On March 23, 2021, approximately 15 minutes prior to the meeting, I clicked 

the link via the legislature’s website that was provided for public access to the 

meeting.  
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8. I was unsure at first if I had clicked on the wrong link or if the meeting had 

not started, as I was unable to hear much of anything at the time the meeting 

was supposed to start. 

9. At some point, I began to hear some muffled voices, but there were 

intermittent periods of silence, and it was impossible to follow any 

deliberations or to hear anyone audibly speaking.  

10. For much of what seemed to be the discussion of HB 2890, I could not hear 

anything at all because the audio was simply static noise.  

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on June 9, 2021. 

                             _/s/    John Coombs              ____ 
                                                                         John Coombs    
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